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We study Wilson surface defects in 6d N = (2,0) superconformal field theories, engi-
neered by semi-infinite M2-branes intersecting M5-branes. Two independent approaches
are used to obtain the Wilson surface observables on the T 2 inside Ω-deformed R4 × T 2.
One approach is to compute 5d N = 1∗ instanton partition functions in the presence of
Wilson lines, where the instanton corrections capture the 6d Kaluza-Klein momentum
modes. The other approach is to study the elliptic genera of 2d N = (0,4) gauge theo-
ries, which we propose as describing 6d self-dual strings in the presence of Wilson surface
defects. We make a detailed comparison between these two independent computations,
which precisely agree for Wilson surfaces in minuscule representations; for non-minuscule
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1 Introduction
Wilson loop operators in gauge theories are among the most important observables one can study.
They correspond to the phase factor induced from the parallel transport of a charged probe particle
around a loop. These non-local and gauge invariant observables can be used to formulate the classical
gauge theory itself, encoding some important aspects of the strongly-coupled gauge dynamics. For
example the expectation value of a Wilson loop, which consists of a pair of semi-infinite straight lines,
captures the interaction potential between a quark and an antiquark, becoming an order parameter
for quark confinement.
In a 6d superconformal field theory (SCFT) which contains the two-form potential Bµν and the
associated supersymmetric strings, the Wilson loop operator of gauge theories can be generalized to
the phase factor induced from moving a charged probe string along a spacetime trajectory given by a
2d surface Σ. This is the Wilson surface operator [1] which we will study throughout this paper. It
can formally be expressed in the following form:
WR [Σ] = TrR (P exp i∫
Σ
dσµν(Bµν +⋯)) (1.1)
where ⋯ must be determined from supersymmetric completion for unbroken generators. As we lack
a formalism for 6d SCFTs with a non-Abelian self-dual tensor multiplet, the precise meaning of
‘representation’ can only be clarified through string theory realization of the Wilson surface defects.
For example, an n-wound membrane ending on Σ realizes the Wilson surface in rank-n symmetric
representation, while n membranes ending on Σ engineers the rank-n antisymmetric Wilson surface [2].
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We will particularly focus on the 6d N = (2,0) SCFT of AN−1-type that describes the worldvolume
dynamics of N parallel M5-branes. It contains tensionless BPS strings that are induced from open
M2-branes suspended between M5-brane pairs [3,4]. We will consider the tensor branch of (2,0) SCFT
defined on R4 ×T 2, i.e. the configuration in which all M5-branes are separated from each other. Such
a separation gives the BPS string a non-zero tension proportional to the distance between M5-branes.
Alongside these relatively light strings, we will also introduce heavy probe strings induced from semi-
infinite M2-branes ending on M5-branes, which engineer the Wilson surface defect. This is a 12 -BPS
defect preserving only 8 Poincare´ supercharges.
The expectation value and operator product expansion of Wilson surface operators in the fun-
damental representation was studied using holographic techniques in [5–7]. This was generalized to
the case of large-rank antisymmetric and symmetric representations in [2, 8–10]. The field-theoretic
calculations of the Wilson surface defects were made through 5d SYM description of 6d (2,0) SCFTs
on S5 × S1 [11–13] and Ω-deformed R4 × T 2 [14, 15]. An agreement between two computations was
found in [16] for the large-rank symmetric and antisymmetric Wilson surfaces on T 2 ⊂ S5 × S1.
In this paper, we extend the field-theoretic computation to the case of the Wilson surface ob-
servables wrapping T 2 inside Ω-deformed R4 × T 2 [14, 15] using two independent approaches. One
way is to compute 5d N = 1∗ instanton partition function in the presence of Wilson loops, where
the instanton corrections capture the 6d Kaluza-Klein momentum modes. For this purpose, we con-
sider the ADHM quantum mechanics of SYM instantons with Wilson loops [17] and compute their
Witten indices. Specifically for minuscule representations, which were already studied in [14, 15], the
ADHM indices take a simple form so that one can easily extract the instanton corrected Wilson loop
observables out of them. We also explain the general structure of the ADHM indices and identify
the Wilson loops in various other representations beyond the minuscule ones. This 5d approach will
be discussed in Section 2. The other way is to consider the elliptic genera of 2d N = (0,4) quiver
gauge theories that describe 6d BPS strings in the presence of a Wilson surface defect. We describe
these quivers in Section 3, thereby generalizing [18, 19]. In Section 3.3, we compare the results from
the above two independent computations and find precise agreement for Wilson surfaces in minuscule
representations; however for non-minuscule representations there seems to be only a partial match.
This is due to technical problems on which we comment at the end of the section.
2 Line operators in 5d N = 1∗ gauge theory
In this section, we shall study 12 -BPS line defects in 5d N = 1∗ U(N) gauge theory. The string
theory realization of 5d maximal SYM is a stack of N coincident D4-branes, which we assume to
fill the x0,⋯, x4 directions. It preserves SO(1,4) Lorentz symmetry and SO(5)R R-symmetry that
rotates the transverse x5,⋯, x9 directions. We consider a particular configuration where all D4-branes
are separated from one another along the x9 axis. This corresponds to the Coulomb branch of 5d
maximal SYM in which the vector multiplet scalar φ9 obtains a non-zero VEV, i.e., ⟨φ9⟩ ≠ 0. The
VEV breaks the U(N) gauge symmetry into its Abelian subgroup U(1)N . Also, it preserves only
SO(4)2 of the SO(5)R symmetry group that we often decompose into SO(4)2 ≃ SU(2)2L ×SU(2)2R.
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The 5d massive particles preserve the SO(4)1 little group of SO(1,4), which can be written as
SO(4)1 ≃ SU(2)1L×SU(2)1R. We denote the doublet indices of SU(2)1L, SU(2)1R, SU(2)2L, SU(2)2R
by α, α˙, a,A, respectively. The 16 supercharges of 5d maximal SYM are then QαA,Qα˙A,Qαa,Qα˙a.
There are two types of massive 12 -BPS particles in the Coulomb phase: W-bosons and instantons.
W-bosons are electrically charged objects under U(1)N ⊂ U(N), preserving Qα˙A and Qαa. Their
mass is proportional to the Coulomb VEV, i.e., M = Tr (⟨φ9⟩ ⋅ Π), where Π is the vector of charges
with respect to U(1)N ⊂ U(N). Self-dual instantons are solitonic objects having the topological U(1)
charge k ≡ 1
8pi2 ∫R4 Tr(F ∧ F ), which is a positive integer. They satisfy the self-duality condition
Fab = 12abcdFcd on the spatial R4 and preserve Qα˙A and Qα˙a. The unit instanton mass is 8pi2/g25 with
the gauge coupling g5. More generally, W-bosons and instantons can form
1
4 -BPS bound states that
preserve Qα˙A, with mass
M = Tr (⟨φ9⟩ ⋅Π) + 8pi2k
g25
. (2.1)
The line defects can be introduced by adding N ′ D4′-branes which fill the x0, x5,⋯, x8 directions
[17]. The open string excitations connecting D4- and D4′-branes induce heavy fermionic probe particles
in the 5d theory living on the D4 branes. This will give rise to 12 -BPS line defects that will be invariant
under the SUSY transformation generated by Qα˙A and Qαa. They couple to the 5d gauge field A˜µ
and the vector multiplet scalar φ9 through
L1d = ∫ dt N ′∑
i=1χ
†
i(∂t − iA˜t + φ9 +Mi)χi, (2.2)
where Mi is the background gauge field for the U(1)N ′ ⊂ U(N ′) flavor symmetry that acts on
χ1, ⋯, χN ′ . The mass parameter Mi of the fermion χi sets the energy scale for its excitation. In
this paper we will be interested in the partition function of this 5d SYM coupled to the 1d line defects,
as introduced above. For the case of N ′ = 1, this was first studied in [14, 15]. The fugacity variable
e−Mi counts the number of χi excitations. Taking the series expansion in e−Mi of the 5d/1d QFT
partition function, the individual coefficients correspond to Wilson loop operators in various repre-
sentations [17, 20, 21], as will be explained in Section 2.3. In other words, the line defect partition
function can be viewed as a generating function of Wilson loops.
2.1 Review of ADHM quantum mechanics
The low energy dynamics of 5d SYM instantons can be approximated by the 1d N = (0,4) non-linear
sigma model whose target space is the instanton moduli space [22]. However, the target space has
singularities at which the instanton size shrinks to zero. Since the small instanton configurations are
beyond the legitimate regime of 5d gauge theory, the UV completion of 5d gauge theory prescribes
how to resolve the singularities. In particular, the UV completion based on D-brane engineering of
the gauge theory motivates the ADHM construction of instantons, realizing the SYM instantons as
D0-branes [23].
The dynamics of 5d SYM instantons in the presence of 12 -BPS line defect was described in [17].






Figure 1: The brane configuration describing 5d instantons in the presence of a 5d Wilson line defect.
See figure 2 for the quiver diagram depicting the D0-brane gauged quantum mechanics.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
N D4 ● ● ● ● ●
N ′ D4’ ● ● ● ● ●
Taub-NUT ● ● ● ●
k D0 ●
F1 ● ●
Table 1: Brane configuration for 5d N = 1∗ U(N) SYM with line defects.
a Lorentz force on slowly moving instantons. The ADHM quantum mechanics of 5d instantons in the
presence of fermionic line defects is given by the world-volume gauge theory of D0-branes probing the
D4-D4′ brane configuration (see Figure 1). The spacetime dimensions occupied by this D0-D4-D4’
system are as given in Table 1, where the Taub-NUT space is introduced along the x5,⋯, x8 directions
to realize the mass deformation of 5d N = 1∗ SYM. The UV quantum mechanics corresponding to
an instanton configuration with charge k has a U(k) gauge symmetry. It preserves the SU(2)1L ×
SU(2)1R × SU(2)2L × SU(2)2R global symmetry, where N = (0,4) R-symmetry group is SU(2)1R ×
SU(2)2R. The U(N) and U(N ′) internal symmetries of D4- and D4′-branes also appear as the flavor
symmetries of the ADHM quantum mechanics.
Various (0,4) multiplets arise from the massless excitations of open strings, contributing to the
ADHM quantum mechanics of D0-branes. The D0-D0 strings alone preserve N = (8,8) supersymme-
try and give rise to an (8,8) vector multiplet. One can decompose the (8,8) vector multiplet into the
following (0,4) supermultiplets: a vector multiplet (A0, ϕ, ζAα˙ ), a twisted hypermultiplet (ϕaA, χα˙a), a
Type Fields U(k) U(N) U(N ′)
vector A0, ϕ, ζ
A
α˙ adj 1 1
twisted ϕaA, χ
α˙
a adj 1 1
hyper aαα˙, λ
A
α adj 1 1
Fermi λaα adj 1 1
hyper qα˙, ψ
A k N 1
Fermi ψa k N 1
(a) from the D0-D0 and D0-D4 string modes
Type Fields U(k) U(N) U(N ′)
twisted ΦA,Ψα˙ k 1 N′
Fermi Ψα k 1 N′
(b) from the D0-D4′ string modes
Type Fields U(k) U(N) U(N ′)
Fermi ρ 1 N N′
(c) from the D4-D4′ string modes
Table 2: N = (0,4) multiplets in the ADHM quantum mechanics.
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Figure 2: The quiver describing the ADHM quantum mechanics that captures the effect of slow moving
5d instantons in the presence of a Wilson line defect. Here solid black lines denote a hypermultiplet,
solid blue lines denote a twisted hyper-multiplet, while the dashed lines denote a Fermi multiplet.
hypermultiplet (aαα˙, λAα), and a Fermi multiplet (λaα). All of these transform in the adjoint represen-
tation of the U(k) gauge symmetry. The D0-D4 strings provide a (0,4) hypermultiplet (qα˙, ψA) and
a Fermi multiplet (ψa), which combine into a (4,4) hypermultiplet transforming in the bifundamental
representation of U(k) × U(N). The above multiplets form the field content of the ADHM quantum
mechanics for 5d N = 1∗ SYM instantons without line defects. With addition of the line defects
associated to N ′ D4′-branes, the massless modes of D0-D4′ strings further introduce a (0,4) twisted
hypermultiplet (ΦA,Ψα˙) and a Fermi multiplet (Ψα), transforming in the bifundamental representa-
tion of U(k) × U(N ′). Finally, the D4-D4’ strings also induce non-trivial degrees of freedom to the
ADHM quantum mechanics. These correspond to a Fermi multiplet (ρ) transforming in the bifun-
damental representation of U(N) × U(N ′). Although being a singlet of the U(k) gauge symmetry,
it plays a crucial role in writing the SUSY invariant interaction. It is the coupling of this field to
the rest, that induces the Lorentz-force on slow moving instantons. The gauged quantum mechanics
resulting from the interaction of the above multiplets is shown in Figure 2.
The Lagrangian of this SUSY quantum mechanics was explicitly constructed in [17,24] by employ-
ing N = (0,2) superfield formalism [25]. For each Fermi multiplet η, they introduce the potentials
Eη and Jη as holomorphic functions of (0,2) chiral multiplets in a way that ensures N = (0,4) en-
hancement. We decompose the (0,4) vector and (twisted) hypermultiplets into the (0,2) multiplets
as follows:
vector (A0, ϕ, ζAα˙ )Ð→ vector V (A0, ϕ, ζ11˙) ⊕ Fermi Λ (ζ12˙)
hyper (aαα˙, λAα)Ð→ chiral B (a11˙, λ21) ⊕ chiral B˜† (a12˙, λ11)
hyper (qα˙, ψA)Ð→ chiral q (q1˙, ψ2) ⊕ chiral q˜† (q2˙, ψ1) (2.3)
twisted hyper (ΦA,Ψα˙)Ð→ chiral Φ (Φ1,Ψ1˙) ⊕ chiral Φ˜† (Φ2,Ψ2˙)
twisted hyper (ϕaA, ξα˙a )Ð→ chiral ϕ (ϕ11, ξ2˙1) ⊕ chiral ϕ˜† (ϕ12, ξ1˙1)
All (0,4) Fermi multiplets are equivalent to (0,2) Fermi multiplets. Following [24], we turn on JΛ
(EΛ) as the following holomorphic functions of (0,2) chiral multiplets:
JΛ = qq˜ + [B, B˜], EΛ = ΦΦ˜ + [ϕ, ϕ˜] (2.4)
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To meet N = (0,2) SUSY preserving condition, ∑η Tr (Jη ⋅Eη) = 0, we also introduce the holomorphic
potentials for other Fermi multiplets as follows:
Eψ1 = ϕ˜q, Jψ1 = −q˜ϕ, Eψ2 = ϕq, Jψ2 = q˜ϕ˜, EΨ1 = BΦ, JΨ1 = Φ˜B˜, EΨ2 = −B˜Φ, JΨ2 = Φ˜B,
Eλ11
= [B, ϕ˜], Jλ11 = [B˜, ϕ], Eλ21 = [B,ϕ], Jλ21 = −[B˜, ϕ˜], Eρ = Φ˜q, Jρ = −q˜Φ. (2.5)
Combined with the standard D-term D = qq† − q˜†q˜ +ΦΦ† − Φ˜†Φ˜ + [B,B†] − [B˜†, B˜] + [ϕ,ϕ†] − [ϕ˜†, ϕ˜],
the bosonic potential V = ∑η(∣Eη ∣2 + ∣Jη ∣2) + 14D2 can be arranged into
V = 1
4









where m and I are triplet indices for SU(2)1R and SU(2)2R, respectively and σm, σI are the corre-
sponding Pauli matrices.
Let us examine the classical moduli space of the ADHM quantum mechanics. The Higgs branch
is parameterized by VEVs of the SU(2)1R doublet fields, qα˙ and aαα˙, subject to the following ADHM
constraint:
(σm)α˙β˙qα˙q†β˙ + 12(σm)α˙β˙[aαα˙, aαβ˙] = 0. (2.7)
All ΦA and ϕaA fluctuations become massive, except at small instanton singularities where the VEV⟨qα˙⟩ is zero. This shows that the Higgs branch corresponds to the U(N) instanton moduli space.
Likewise, the twisted Higgs branch is spanned by VEVs of the SU(2)2R doublet fields, ΦA and ϕaA,
which are subject to the following constraint having the same functional form as (2.7):
(σI)ABΦAΦ†B + 12(σI)AB[ϕaA, ϕaB] = 0. (2.8)
Moving away from singularities ⟨ΦA⟩ = 0, the development of the qα˙ and aαα˙ moduli is also suppressed.
So the twisted Higgs branch is the U(N ′) instanton moduli space with exchange of SO(4)1 ↔ SO(4)2.
Finally, the mixed branch emerges when ⟨qα˙⟩ = 0 and ⟨ΦA⟩ = 0, being parameterized by aαα˙ and ϕaA.
This corresponds to freely moving D0-branes, unbound to any of background D4- or D4′-branes. We
remark that only the Higgs branch is relevant from the 5d SYM perspective. Other branches emerge
due to the extra degrees of freedom introduced for the UV completion of 5d SYM instantons. Their
effects on the Witten index must be properly taken into account, to obtain the correct 5d SYM
observables via the ADHM quantum mechanics. We discuss this issue in detail in Section 2.3.
2.2 ADHM index with line operators
We consider the BPS partition function of the 5d/1d coupled system on Omega-deformed R4 × S1,
which is given by the following trace formula:







It counts the BPS states in 5dN = 1∗ SYM, annihilated by the superchargesQ11˙ andQ22˙ satisfyingH ∼{Q11˙,Q22˙}. Here, Jl, Jr, Jf , JR are the Cartan generators for SU(2)1L, SU(2)1R, SU(2)2L, SU(2)2R
global symmetries respectively. Ga and Ql denote the respective Cartan generators for 5d U(N)
gauge and U(N ′) flavor symmetry. k is the topological U(1) charge for 5d SYM instantons which is
conjugate to the instanton fugacity q ≡ exp (−8pi2/g25d). For all combinations of the Cartan generators
commuting with Q11˙ and Q22˙, the conjugate fugacity variables are introduced as follows:
t = e−+ , u = e−− , µ = e−m, xl = e−Ml , wa = e−αa . (2.10)
+ ≡ 1+22 and − ≡ 1−22 introduce the Omega-deformation of the spatial R4 in the 5d gauge theory.
m is the mass of the N = 1 adjoint hypermultiplet in the N = 2 vector multiplet, realizing the mass
deformation of N = 1∗ SYM. αa parametrizes the VEV of the N = 1 vector multiplet scalar, i.e.,⟨φ9⟩ = diag(α1, α2,⋯, αN), that breaks U(N) into U(1)N . These chemical potentials deform the
5d/1d coupled system by acting as infrared regulators which generate a mass gap for the instanton
zero modes [26, 27]. Ml is the mass parameter for the 1d defect fermion, breaking the U(N ′) flavor
symmetry into its maximal torus.
The partition function in (2.9) represents the grand canonical ensemble of all multi-instanton BPS
states. One can write the full partition function as the sum over all instanton sectors, multiplied by
the perturbative partition function Zpert that captures the bound states of W-bosons. It implies that
















where the trace is taken over all the BPS states in the ADHM quantum mechanics of k D0-branes.
The corresponding Witten index Z
(N,N ′)
k can be computed by using the results of [28–30].
Let us evaluate the gauge theory path integral in the weak coupling regime g1 → 0 of the UV
quantum mechanics, reducing it down to Gaussian integrals around saddle points. The saddle points
are parameterized by the complexified holonomy φ = iβA0 + βϕ, made of the gauge field A0 and the
scalar ϕ in the vector multiplet. We denote the eigenvalues of φ by φ1, ⋯, φk, each of which takes value
on a cylinder of radius β2pi . Performing the Gaussian integrals over massive fluctuations we remain
with the zero mode integration of the resulting 1-loop determinant:
Z
(N,N ′)
k = 1k! ∮ [ k∏i=1 dφi2pii]Zveck (φ,α, 1,2)Zadjk (φ,α,m, 1,2)
N ′∏
l=1Z1dk (φ,α,Ml, 1,2), (2.12)
where (by using sh(x) ≡ 2 sinh(x/2))










sh(+ ± (φi − αa)) ,
Zadjk (φ,α,m, 1,2) = k∏
i,j=1
sh(m ± − + φij)
sh(−+ ±m + φij) k∏i=1
N∏
a=1 sh(m ± (φi − αa)), (2.13)
Z1dk (φ,α,Ml, 1,2) = k∏
i=1
sh(− ± (φi −Ml))
sh(−+ ± (φi −Ml)) N∏a=1 sh(αa −Ml).
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The zero mode integration translates into a contour integral over the space of φ eigenvalues. The
proper choice of the integral contour is done by the Jeffrey-Kirwan residue operation [28–30]. It refers
to an auxiliary k-dimensional vector η, although the final residue sum becomes independent of η. We
choose η = (1,⋯,1) to find an explicit expression of the residues.
For the special case of N ′ = 0, the Jeffrey-Kirwan residues are labeled by N -tuples of Young
tableaux (Y1,⋯, YN) such that ∑Na=1 ∣Ya∣ = k [26–28]. We uniquely assign the numbers 1,2,⋯, k to each
of the boxes. Suppose the i’th box is at the m’th row and n’th column of Ya. This represents the
following pole location for an integral variable φi:
φi = αa − + − (n − 1)1 − (m − 1)2. (2.14)
The sum over all the Jeffrey-Kirwan residues can be written as [31,32]
Z
(N,0)
k = ∑∑a ∣Ya∣=k
N∏
a,b=1 ∏s∈Ya sh(Eab(s) +m − +)sh(Eab(s) −m − +)sh(Eab(s)) sh(Eab(s) − 2+) (2.15)
where Eab(s) ≡ αa−αb−1 ha(s)+2 (vb(s)+1). vb(s) is the vertical distance from s to the bottom of Yb.
ha(s) denotes the horizontal distance from s to the right end of Ya. (2.15) is the k-instanton correction
to the partition function of 5d N = 1∗ U(N) SYM without defects.
Similarly, for another special case ofN = 0, the Jeffrey-Kirwan residues are classified byN ′-tuples of
Young tableaux (Y1,⋯, YN ′) with ∑N ′a=1 ∣Ya∣ = k [26–28]. The pole location and residue sum are identical
to (2.14) and (2.15), except for the role reversal specified by U(N)↔ U(N ′) and SO(4)1 ↔ SO(4)2,
i.e.,
(N,{αa}, +, −,m)↔ (N ′,{Ml},−+,m, −). (2.16)
At this point we also note that in the N = 0 limit, we would have expected the ADHM quantum
mechanics to become trivial, i.e. Z5d/1d = 1. However it turns out that this is not the case for the
partition function, Z
(0,N ′)
ADHM, in the current set-up. This is because when N = 0, Z(0,N ′)k captures the
bound states of k D0-branes with the N ′ D4′-branes. In general, the multi-particle index of the ADHM
quantum mechanics captures not only the BPS states of the 5d/1d coupled system, but also the extra
bound states of D0-branes decoupled from the QFT dynamics on D4-branes. In order to identify the
correct QFT observable in Section 2.3, we need to remove the extra BPS states that arise as a result
of the UV completion of the non-linear sigma model onto the instanton moduli space.
We now turn to the general case of N,N ′ ≠ 0. All the non-vanishing Jeffrey-Kirwan residues are
classified by (N+N ′)-tuples of Young tableaux Y⃗ = (Y1,⋯, YN ∣YN+1,⋯, YN+N ′) satisfying ∑N+N ′a=1 ∣Ya∣ =
k. We label all the k boxes by the uniquely assigned integers 1,⋯, k. Suppose the i’th and j’th boxes
are located at the m’th row and n’th column of Ya≤N and Yl>N , respectively. These boxes encode the
following information on the pole locations for integral variables φi and φj :
φi = αa − + − (n − 1)1 − (m − 1)2, φj =Ml + + − (n − 1)3 − (m − 1)4, (2.17)
with 3 ≡ −+ +m and 4 ≡ −+ −m. No poles can be further developed at other locations, such as
αa − + − (n−1)1 − (m−1)2 − 3,4 or Ml + + − (n−1)3 − (m−1)4 − 1,2 due to the suppressing factors
∏ki=1 (∏Na=1 sh(m ± (φi − αa))∏N ′l=1 sh(+− ± (φi −Ml))∏kj=1 sh(m ± − + φij))
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a,b=1 ∏s∈Ya (sh(Eab(s) +m − +)sh(Eab(s) −m − +)sh(Eab(s)) sh(Eab(s) − 2+)
N ′∏
p=1
sh(+− ± (φ(s) −Mp))
sh(−+ ± (φ(s) −Mp))) (2.18)
× N ′∏
p,q=1 ∏s∈Yp+N (sh(Fpq(s) + − + +)sh(Fpq(s) − − + +)sh(Fpq(s)) sh(Fpq(s) + 2+)
N∏
a=1
sh(m ± (φ(s) − αa))








sh(±(φ(s1) − φ(s2)))sh(2+ ± (φ(s1) − φ(s2))) sh(m ± − ± (φ(s1) − φ(s2)))
sh(+ ± − ± (φ(s1) − φ(s2)))sh(−+ ±m ± (φ(s1) − φ(s2))) )
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,
where Fpq(s) ≡Mp −Mq − 3 hp(s)+ 4 (vq(s)+ 1). φ(s) denotes the pole location (2.17) for the box s.
We remark that the contribution from the k = 0 sector is not 1 but rather ∏Na=1∏N ′p=1 sh(αa −Mp),
which captures the fermionic excitation of the D4-D4′ strings.
Before we conclude the section, let us mention that the partition function Z
(N,N ′)
ADHM of the D0-D4-D4’
system can also be interpreted as the N ′-th qq-character XU(N)N ′ of the five-dimensional N = 1∗ U(N)
theory introduced in [14] (as already noticed in [15] for the N ′ = 1 case):
Z
(N,N ′)
ADHM = XU(N)N ′ (M1, . . . ,MN ′), (2.19)
where we made the dependence on the Ml parameters explicit as customary when dealing with qq-
characters. Of particular importance is the N ′ = 1 (aka fundamental) qq-character XU(N)1 (M1), which
can be used to derive Dyson-Schwinger equations for the five-dimensional theory, while the role of
N ′ > 1 (aka higher) qq-characters is less understood: our analysis in Section 2.3 will hopefully clarify
their meaning a little, by showing that all qq-characters can be interpreted in terms of Wilson loops in
arbitrary representations. An important property of the qq-characters is that they can be written as
rational functions of another set of observables for the 5d N = 1∗ U(N) theory known as Y-observables:
these can be thought as the instanton-corrected vacuum expectation values of Y(Ml) ∼ det(eMl − eφ),
with φ being the combination of the real vector multiplet scalar and the time component of the gauge
field. From the ADHM quantum mechanics point of view, the correlator of n such observables (or
their inverse) at positions xj can be computed as [15]
n∏






j=1 [Z1dk (xj)]sj , sj = ±1, (2.20)
where in the integrand we have the functions defined in (2.13) (although we suppressed the depen-
dence on αa, ±,m for brevity). The contour integral is again evaluated by summing over residues at
those poles which are labeled by N -tuples of the Young tableaux (2.14): this pole prescription then
distinguishes the 1-point correlator Y(M1) from the fundamental qq-character XU(N)1 (M1), which is
defined by the same contour integral formula but receives contributions from a larger set of poles
(2.17). In more detail, in terms of Y-observables the fundamental qq-character reads [14]
X
U(N)
1 (M1) = Y(M1)∑
λ
q∣λ∣∏
s∈λS((m − +)(h(s) + 1) + (m + +)v(s))∏
s∈λ
Y(M1 −m − + + σ(s))Y(M1 +m − + + σ(s))
Y(M1 + σ(s))Y(M1 − 2+ + σ(s))
= Y(M1) + qS(m − +)Y(M1 −m − +)Y(M1 +m − +)
Y(M1 − 2+) + . . . ;
(2.21)
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here λ is a Young tableau with any number of boxes, h(s) and v(s) are the distances from the position(i, j) of the box s ∈ λ to the right and bottom ends of the tableau λ respectively, and
σ(s) = i(m − +) − j(m + +) + 2+ , S(x) = sh(x + 1)sh(x + 2)
sh(x)sh(x + 2+) . (2.22)
Higher qq-characters can be expressed as rational functions of Y-observables in a similar way:
X
U(N)




p=1 ∣λp∣ N ′∏
p,q=1 ∏s∈λp S(Fpq(s))
N ′∏
p=1 ∏s∈λp Y(Mp −m − + + σ(s))Y(Mp +m − + + σ(s))Y(Mp + σ(s))Y(Mp − 2+ + σ(s)) , (2.23)
with λ⃗ = (λ1, . . . , λN ′) being an N ′-tuple of Young tableaux and
Fpq(s) =Mp −Mq + (m − +)(hp(s) + 1) + (m + +)vq(s). (2.24)
2.3 The Wilson loop observable
Recall that the multi-particle partition function Z
(N,N ′)
ADHM of D0-branes not only captures the BPS states
in the 5d/1d coupled system, but also receives extra contribution depending on the UV completion
of the QFT. Since the ADHM prescription is equivalent to the string theory embedding of the 5d/1d
QFT, i.e., the D0-D4-D4′ brane system, we expect the extra contribution is associated to the bound
states of D0- and D4′-branes. This is obvious for the simple case of N = 0, where we get (2.15) after
(2.16). Now we consider ZADHM for a general case and construct the QFT observable out of it.
The multi-particle partition function Z
(N,N ′)
ADHM starts with∏Na=1∏N ′l=1 sh(αa−Ml) as the q0 correction.
Imposing the SU(N) and SU(N ′) traceless conditions ∑Na=1 αa = ∑N ′l=1Ml = 0, it decomposes into the






l=1 sh(αa −Ml) = ∑(R,R′)nR,R′ ⋅ χSU(N)R (αa)χSU(N ′)R′ (Ml) (2.25)
where χGR denotes the character of the Lie group G in the representation R. Also, nR,R′ is an integer
counting the degeneracy of the representations. This is also the 5d/1d QFT partition function in (2.9)
at zero instanton order, as the issue of extra bound states does not exist. Henceforth, unless explicitly
mentioned, we will always impose the SU(N) and SU(N ′) traceless conditions ∑Na=1 αa = ∑N ′l=1Ml = 0.
At higher q, we expect that, just like the right most expression in (2.25), each summand in Z
(N,N ′)
ADHM
will correspond to a product of individual Wilson loops in appropriate representations of SU(N) and
SU(N ′). The only difference will be that the SU(N), SU(N ′) characters χSU(N)R (αa), χSU(N ′)R′ (Ml)
will now incur instanton corrections to become WU(N)R ,WU(N ′)R′ respectively ∗:
Z
(N,N ′)
ADHM = ∑(R,R′)nR,R′ ⋅WU(N)R ⋅WU(N ′)R′ . (2.26)
∗The reason to switch from SU(N) in the superscript of χSU(N)R to U(N) in the superscript of WU(N)R is because
even after imposing the SU(N) traceless condition by hand, the q corrected version of χSU(N)R contains a U(1) factor
(given explicitly in (2.27)) which needs to be appropriately handled.
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We believe that WU(N)R captures corrections from the D0-D4 bound states while the q corrections
in WU(N ′)R′ come from the D0-D4′ bound states. This is motivated from the moduli space analysis
of section 2.1, where we show that, in the IR, the Higgs branch and the twisted Higgs branch form
individual quantum systems decoupled from each other.
The QFT observable WU(N)R is the Wilson line of 5d U(N) SYM engineered from N D4-branes,
where the effect of the overall U(1) is just to include the U(1) instanton partition function [33–35]:†
WU(1) ≡ PE [ t(−u − u−1 + µ + µ−1)(1 − tu)(1 − tu−1) q1 − q ]. (2.27)
Similarly, WU(N ′)R′ can be interpreted as the Wilson line of 5d SU(N ′) SYM engineered from N ′
D4′-branes, multiplied by the U(1) factor WU(1′) ≡ WU(1)∣t→t−1,u↔µ for the D4′-branes. If N = N ′
and R = R′, the observables WU(N)R and WU(N ′)R′ have the same functional form up to the fugacity
exchange (2.16). Once we have decomposed Z
(N,N ′)
ADHM according to (2.26), the 5d/1d QFT partition
function (2.9) can be obtained by suppressing the q correction in WU(N ′)R′ as follows:
Z5d/1d = ∑(R,R′)nR,R′ ⋅WU(N)R ⋅ (WU(N ′)R′ ∣q→0) = ∑(R,R′)nR,R′ ⋅WU(N)R ⋅ χSU(N ′)R′ . (2.28)
Let us specialize to the particular case of N ′ = 1 which was first studied in [15]. It is convenient to
keep the U(1) flavor fugacity alive, such that x1 ≠ 1. The multi-particle index Z(N,1)ADHM is the generating
function of the minuscule Wilson lines with the overall dressing factor WU(1′), i.e.,
Z
(N,1)
ADHM = (−1)Nx−N/21 N∑
i=0(−x1)i ⋅WU(N)⋀i WU(1′), (2.29)
where the subscript ⋀n denotes the rank-n antisymmetric representation. We identified all the SU(N)
Wilson loops with N ≤ 4 up to 2 instanton corrections. However, for the sake of brevity, we will only
display results up to q1 order. Furthermore, we will normalize the observable by the partition function







R of the SU(2)1L, SU(2)2L, SU(2)r ⊂ SU(2)1R ×SU(2)2R, SU(N) symmetries.WU(2)2WU(2)1 = χSU(2)2 − q ⋅ t
2 ⋅ (χf2 − χl2)(χf2 − χr2)(1 − t2w±21 ) ⋅ χSU(2)2 +O(q2) (2.30)WU(3)3WU(3)1 = χSU(3)3 − q ⋅ t
6 ⋅ (χf2 − χl2)(χf2 − χr2)∏i≠j(1 − t2wiw−1j ) (χSU(3)24 + (2 − χr3)χSU(3)15 − (χf2χr2 + 2χr3 − 1)χSU(3)6+ (χf2χr4 + χr5 + 2)χSU(3)3 ) +O(q2) (2.31)WU(4)4WU(4)1 = χSU(4)4 + q ⋅ t
12 ⋅ (χf2 − χl2)(χf2 − χr2)∏i≠j(1 − t2wiw−1j ) (χSU(4)756 + (2 − χr3)χSU(4)540 + (−2χr3 + χr5 + 4)χSU(4)360 − χr3χSU(4)280′+ (−χf2χr2 − 2χr3 + 1)χSU(4)224 + (−χf2χr2 − 3χr3 + χr5 + 2)χSU(4)160 + (χf2χr4 − 2χr3 + 2χr5 + 3)χSU(4)140′+ (−χf2χr2 + 2χf2χr4 − χf2χr6 + χf3 − 5χr3 + 3χr5 − χr7 + 7)χSU(4)140 + (χf2χr4 + χr5 + 2)χSU(4)120+ (χf2χr4 − χr3 + χr5 − χr7 + 3)χSU(4)84′ + (−2χf2χr2 − χf3χr3 − 2χf2χr6 − 5χr3 + χr5 − 2χr7 + 5)χSU(4)60
†The Plethystic exponential is defined as PE[f(q, t, u, µ,wa, xl)] ≡ exp (∑∞n=1 1nf(qn, tn, un, µn,wna , xnl )).
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+ (−χf2χr2 + 2χf2χr4 − χf2χr6 + χf2χr8 + χf3 − 4χr3 + 3χr5 + χr9 + 5)χSU(4)36 + (−2χf2χr2 − χf3χr3 − χf2χr4− χf3χr5 − 2χf2χr6 − 3χr3 − χr5 − 2χr7 + 2)χSU(4)20′′ + (χf3χr5 + χf3χr7 + 4χf2χr4 + 2χf2χr8 + χf3 − 2χr3 + 4χr5+ χr9 + 6)χSU(4)20 + (−2χf2χr2 − χf3χr3 − χf2χr4 − χf3χr5 − 3χf2χr6 − χf3χr7 − χf2χr8 − χf3χr9 − χf2χr10− 4χr3 − χr5 − 2χr7 − χr9 − χr11 + 1)χSU(4)4 ) +O(q2) (2.32)WU(4)6WU(4)1 = χSU(4)6 + q ⋅ t
12 ⋅ (χf2 − χl2)(χf2 − χr2)∏i≠j(1 − t2wiw−1j ) (χSU(4)960 + (2 − χr3)(χSU(4)630 + χSU(4)630 ) + (χr5 − 3χr3 + 4)χSU(4)384+ (χf3 − 5χr3 + 2χf2χr4 + 4χr5 + 10)χSU(4)300 − (χf2χr2 + 2χr3 − 1)(χSU(4)270 + χSU(4)270 ) + (χf2χr4 + χr5 + 2)× (χSU(4)140′′ + χSU(4)140′′ ) − (3χf2χr2 + χf3χr3 + 7χr3 − 2χr5 + χf2χr6 + χr7 − 6)(χSU(4)126 + χSU(4)126 ) + (χf3− χf2χr2 − 5χr3 + 2χf2χr4 + 2χr5 − 2χf2χr6 − 2χr7 + 7)(χSU(4)70 + χSU(4)70 ) + (−2χr3χf3 + 2χf3 − 4χf2χr2− 12χr3 + 4χf2χr4 + 6χr5 − 4χf2χr6 − 3χr7 + 2χf2χr8 + χr9 + 15)χSU(4)64 + (χr3χf3 + χr5χf3 + χf3 + 2χf2χr2− χr3 + 4χf2χr4 + 4χr5 − χr7 + 7)χSU(4)50 + (χr5χf3 + χr7χf3 + χf3 − χf2χr2 − 3χr3 + 4χf2χr4 + 5χr5 + χf2χr6+ 2χr7 + 3χf2χr8 + 2χr9 + 5)(χSU(4)10 + χSU(4)10 ) − (5χr3 + χr5 + 5χr7 + 2χr9 + χf3(χr3 + χr5 + χr7 + χr9 − 1)+ 2χf2(χr2 + 3χr6 + χr8 + χr10) + χr11 − 5)χSU(4)6 ) +O(q2). (2.33)
The Wilson loops for all the other minuscule representations can be found from the above ones, by
using the rule WU(N)⋀p = WU(N)⋀N−p (wi → w−1i ), i.e. by conjugating the U(1)N electric charges. Upon
suppressing the q correction for the bulk factor WU(1′) in (2.29), one can finally obtain the 5d/1d
QFT partition functions as follows.
Z
(2,1)
5d/1d = (x1 + x−11 )WU(2)1 − x01WU(2)2 , Z(3,1)5d/1d = (x3/21 − x−3/21 )WU(3)1 + x−1/21 WU(3)3 − x1/21 WU(3)3 ,
Z
(4,1)
5d/1d = (x−21 + x21)WU(4)1 − x−11 WU(4)4 + x01WU(4)6 − x11WU(4)4 . (2.34)
Multiple D4′-branes are needed for Wilson loops in more general representations. For example,
the U(2) symmetric Wilson loop WU(2)3 appears in the case of N = N ′ = 2, for which we expect
Z
(2,2)
ADHM = −2WU(2)2 WU(2′)2 +WU(2)1 (WU(2′)3 +WU(2′)1 ) + (WU(2)3 +WU(2)1 )WU(2′)1 . (2.35)
Substituting the previously evaluated WU(2)2 and its bulk analogue, the combination WU(2)3 WU(2′)1 +WU(2)1 WU(2′)3 can be found. The two summands in this combination can be disentangled from each
other by using the following observations which will also be useful for similar issues that will arise
with generic N and N ′:‡
• The k-instanton correction of the Wilson lines takes the form of [36–38]:
WU(N)R ∣qk = ∑r cr(1,2,m) ⋅ χSU(N)r (αa)∏kn=1 sh(n1) sh(n2) ⋅∏nm≤kn,m>0∏a≠b sh(n1 +m2 + αa − αb) (2.36)
where r runs over all SU(N) irreducible representations that appear in R⊗adj`(N,k). The posi-
tive integer `(N,k) can be determined by inspecting the k-instanton partition functionWU(N)1 ∣qk .
‡These observations are based on the SU(2), SU(3), SU(4) minuscule Wilson loops with 2 instanton corrections.
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• WU(N)R and WU(N ′)R′ with N = N ′ and R = R′ must have the same functional form up to the
fugacity exchange (2.16).
• The series expansion of the normalized Wilson line WU(N)R /WU(N)1 ∣qk in the SU(N) simple roots{ni ≡ wi/wi+1 ∣1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1} starts with the ‘leading’ states having the following form:
N−1∏
i=1 nlii with (l1, l2,⋯, lN−1) = (λ1, λ2,⋯, λN−1) + (β1, β2,⋯, βN−1) ∈R (2.37)
where (λ1, λ2,⋯, λN−1) is the lowest weight of the representation R in α-basis, (β1, β2,⋯, βN−1)
can be any SU(N) positive (not just simple) root. The coefficients of these leading states carry
SU(2)r ⊂ SU(2)1R ×SU(2)2R spin, which is bounded as 2jr ≤ k. More generally, the coefficients
of the ‘subleading’ states, having the form of ∏N−1i=1 nlii ⋅ n`j and not overlapping with the set of
‘leading’ states (2.37), are subject to the following SU(2)r spin bound condition:
2jr ≤ k + (k + 1)`. (2.38)
We utilized the above observations and computed the Wilson loop expectation value WU(2)3 up to 2
instanton corrections. For brevity, we explicitly show WU(2)3 /WU(2)1 only up to the 1-instanton order:WU(2)3WU(2)1 = χSU(2)3 + q ⋅ t
2 ⋅ (χf2 − χl2)(1 − t2w±21 ) ⋅ (χSU(2)3 (−χf2 + χl2 + χr2) − χf2χl2χr2 − χf2 + χl2 + χr2) +O(q2). (2.39)
The same procedure can be repeated for (N,N ′) = (2,3) and (N,N ′) = (3,2), for which we have
Z
(3,2)
ADHM = (WU(3)6 +WU(3)6 + 2WU(3)1 )WU(2′)1 − (WU(3)8 +WU(3)3 +WU(3)3 )WU(2′)2+ (WU(3)3 +WU(3)3 )WU(2′)3 −WU(3)1 WU(2′)4 , (2.40)
Z
(2,3)
ADHM =WU(2)1 (WU(3′)6 +WU(3′)6 + 2WU(3′)1 ) −WU(2)2 (WU(3′)8 +WU(3′)3 +WU(3′)3 )+WU(2)3 (WU(3′)3 +WU(3′)3 ) −WU(2)4 WU(3′)1 . (2.41)
Similarly we found the Wilson lines WU(2)4 , WU(3)6 , WU(3)6 = (WU(3)6 )∗, WU(3)8 up to 1 instanton order.
WU(2)4WU(2)1 = χSU(3)4 − q ⋅ t
2 ⋅ (χf2 − χl2)(1 − t2w±21 ) (χSU(2)4 (χf2 + χl2 + χr2)+ χSU(2)2 (−2χr4 + χf2χl2χr2 − χl3χr2 − 2χl2χr3 + χf2χl3 − χr2 + χf2)) +O(q2) (2.42)WU(3)6WU(3)1 = χSU(3)6 + q ⋅ t
6 ⋅ (χf2 − χl2)∏3i≠j(1 − t2wiw−1j )((χl2 + χr2 − χf2)χSU(3)42 + (χf2χr3 − 2χf2 − χl2χr3 + χl2 + χr2 − χr4)χSU(3)24+ (χr2 − χl2χf2χr2 − χf2 + χl2)χSU(3)15′ + (χf2χl2χr4 − χl2χf2χr2 + χf3χl2 + 2χf2χr3 + χf3χr2 − 5χf2 − 2χl2χr3+ 3χl2 + 2χr2 − 3χr4)χSU(3)15 + (−χl2χf2χr2 + χf2χl2χr4 − χf3χl2χr3 + 2χf2χr3 − χf3χr4 − 4χf2 + χl2χr5 + 3χl2+ 3χr2 − χr4 + χr6)χSU(3)6 + (−χl2χr2 + χf2χl2χr4 − χf2χl2χr6 + χf3χl2 + 2χf2χr3 + χf3χr2 − χf3χr4 − 4χf2− 2χl2χr3 + 2χl2 + 2χr2 − 2χr4 + χr6)χSU(3)3¯ ) +O(q2) (2.43)WU(3)8WU(3)1 = χSU(3)8 + q ⋅ t
6 ⋅ (χf2 − χl2)∏3i≠j(1 − t2wiw−1j )((χr2 − χf2)(χSU(3)35 + χSU(3)35 ) + (2χf2χr3 − 7χf2 + 2χl2 − 2χr4)χSU(3)27
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+ (4χr2 − χl2χf2χr2 + 4χf2χr3 + χf3χr2 − 4χf2 − χl2χr3 + χl2)(χSU(3)10 + χSU(3)10 ) + (2χf2χl2χr4 − χl2χf2χr2+ χf3χl2 + 5χf2χr3 − 3χf2χr5 + χf3χr2 − 2χf3χr4 − 12χf2 − 2χl2χr3 + 3χl2 + 3χr2 − 6χr4)χSU(3)8 − χl2χf2χr2− χf2χl2χr6 − χf3χl2χr3 − χf3χl2χr5 + 4χf2χr3 + 2χf2χr5 + 2χf2χr7 + χf3χr2 + χf3χr6 − 3χf2 + χl2χr3 + χl2χr5 + 2χl2+ 3χr2 + 2χr4 + 5χr6 + 2χr8) +O(q2) (2.44)
These results can be combined into the line defect partition function for U(2) and U(3) gauge theories.
Finally, the complete 5d BPS spectrum with a line defect can be obtained by multiplying the
5d/1d partition function of (2.28) with the perturbative W-bosons’ partition function Zpert. This per-
turbative piece can be computed using the equivariant index theorem [39] or equivalently by counting
the BPS letter operators, and is given as
Z
U(N)
pert = PE [sh(M ± +)sh(+ ± −) ⋅ (χSU(N)adj + 1)+] = PE [ t(µ + µ−1 − t − t−1)(1 − tu)(1 − tu−1) ⋅ (χSU(N)adj + 1)+] . (2.45)
The superscript ‘+’ means those non-BPS states corresponding to non-positive roots are all discarded.
3 Wilson surfaces in 6d N = (2,0) SCFTs
3.1 Gauge theories on self-dual strings
In order to engineer Wilson surfaces in 6d (2,0) theories, we start from the D0-D4-D4′ brane config-
uration (Table 1) that engineers the 5d N = 1∗ U(N) gauge theory with the 12 -BPS line defects and
T-dualize along the x5 direction, then take S-duality followed by another T-duality along x5. The
dual system is given by a type IIA configuration composed of NS5-D6-D4′-D2 branes (See Table 3 as
well as Figure 3). The brane system preserves the SO(1,1)01 ×SO(4)2345 ×SO(3)678 symmetry. It is
often convenient to write SO(4)2345 ≃ SU(2)1L × SU(2)1R and SO(3)678 ≃ SU(2)2R. We denote the
doublet indices of SU(2)1L, SU(2)1R, SU(2)2R by α, α˙,A, respectively. The 32 supercharges of IIA
string theory can be written as QαA±± and Qα˙A±± , where the first/second subscripts are eigenvalues of Γ01
and Γ9. The independent SUSY projectors imposed by NS5-, D6-, D2-branes are Γ01, Γ2345, Γ9. The
presence of D4′-branes does not yield an additional SUSY projector. The surviving supercharges are
Qα˙A−+ , satisfying 2d N = (0,4) supersymmetry algebra.
The parallel stack of N NS5-branes engineers 6d N = (2,0) SCFT of AN−1 type. We separate
the NS5-branes from one another along the x9 direction. The distances between adjacent NS5-branes




Figure 3: The brane configuration describing codimension-4 Wilson surfaces in 6d (2,0) theories.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
N NS5 ● ● ● ● ● ●
N ′ D4′ ● ● ● ● ●
1 D6 ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
D2 ● ● ●
Table 3: Brane configuration for 6d N = (2,0) SCFTs with Wilson surface defects.
SCFT where the conformal symmetry is spontaneously broken. The D6-brane in Table 3 is obtained
from dualizing the Taub-NUT space of Table 1. The BPS strings of 6d SCFTs are electric/magnetic
sources of the tensor multiplets. They are realized by D2-branes suspended between an adjacent pair
of NS5-branes. In the tensor branch, they acquire a non-zero tension which is proportional to the
VEV ⟨Φ9⟩ ≠ 0. The worldvolume gauge theory of D2-branes [18,19] turns out to be useful for studying
the protected quantities of 6d BPS strings, such as the chiral anomaly, central charge and the elliptic
genus.
The D4′-branes of Table 3 are obtained from the D4′-branes of Table 1. These are located at the
origin x2 = ⋯ = x5 = 0 of the R4 plane. The fundamental string stretched between the D4-D4′ system
of section 2 now becomes a D2-brane stretched between the D4′ branes and the NS5 branes. From
the point of view of the world-volume theory of NS5 branes, this corresponds to the creation of heavy
probe strings whose presence leads to the Wilson surfaces in the 6d (2,0) theory. The representation
carried by these Wilson surfaces can be understood in the following way: To begin with note that there
can at most be a single D2-brane stretched between an NS5-brane and a D4′-brane. This is because
such a D2-brane is fermionic in nature and therefore this system is governed by the S-rule of Hanany
and Witten [40]. Now, a single D2-brane ending on the stack of NS5-branes creates a Wilson surface
in the fundamental representation. When there are m D2-branes stretched from a single D4′-brane to
the stack of NS5 branes, the fermionic nature of D2-branes implies that the Wilson surface is in the
rank-m anti-symmetric representation. As a consequence of S-rule, m is constrained to be m ≤ N .
The above description can now be used to obtain the 2d quivers describing the effect of Wilson-
surface insertion into the elliptic genera of 6d self-dual strings. Once again, let us begin by describing
the fundamental Wilson surface. It will be convenient to label the NS5 branes from 1 to N with the
order of numbering being from left to right. We then introduce a single D4′-brane to the right of
this stack and stretch a D2-brane connecting the N -th NS5-brane and the D4′-brane. Let us also
suspend ki D2-branes between i’th and (i + 1)’th NS5-branes. We show this brane configuration
in Figure 4a. The 2d quiver obtained from this configuration is expected to engineer the insertion
of fundamental Wilson surface into the elliptic genera. As we will momentarily explain, this is a∏N−1i=1 U(ki) quiver gauge theory. In the absence of the D4′-brane, this quiver was first described
in [18, 19]. The extra matter introduced into the quiver as a result of including the D4′-branes can
be seen by first using Hanany-Witten transition to go to the frame where the D4′-brane lies between
the (N − 1)’th and the N ’th NS5-brane (see Figure 4b). The D2-brane suspended between the D4′-
brane and NS5-brane is annihilated in the process. Open strings stretched between the D4′-brane




k1 D2 k2 D2
1 D4’
(a) The brane configuration engineering the fundamental Wilson surface of the 6d (2,0) theory of type AN−1.
The vertical lines in the picture denote NS5-branes.
kN-1 D2
…
k1 D2 k2 D2
1 D4’
(b) The brane configuration obtained from application of Hanany-Witten transition to the set-up of figure 4a.
The vertical lines in the picture denote NS5-branes.
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<latexit sha1_base64="8gnoByCVefKXCYNjaGXH0D7rO28=">AAAB2XicZVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJK IYI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQil9OBNPHjxoD/Hv+G/cdPmoO2DYR5vPpg3YSqFQdf9cTY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Pjyslp2ySZZtxniUx0N6SGS6G4jwIl76aa0ziUvBNO7vN655lrIxL1hNOUBzEdKREJRjGX/Jp3NahU3bq7AFkn XkGqUKA1qHz3hwnLYq6QSWpMz3NTDGZUo2CSz8v9zPCUsgkd8Z6lisbcBLPFrXNyaZUhiRJtQyFZqH8nZjQ2McXxtc1mGod5zjvNyl6MGsFMqDRDrthybZRJggnJbZKh0JyhnFpCmRb2MsLGVFOG9hlla9lbNbhO2jd1z617j7fV ZqMwX4JzuIAaeHAHTXiAFvjAYAzv8AlfTs95cV6dt2XrhlPMnME/OB+/LZGGiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8gnoByCVefKXCYNjaGXH0D7rO28=">AAAB2XicZVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJK IYI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQil9OBNPHjxoD/Hv+G/cdPmoO2DYR5vPpg3YSqFQdf9cTY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Pjyslp2ySZZtxniUx0N6SGS6G4jwIl76aa0ziUvBNO7vN655lrIxL1hNOUBzEdKREJRjGX/Jp3NahU3bq7AFkn XkGqUKA1qHz3hwnLYq6QSWpMz3NTDGZUo2CSz8v9zPCUsgkd8Z6lisbcBLPFrXNyaZUhiRJtQyFZqH8nZjQ2McXxtc1mGod5zjvNyl6MGsFMqDRDrthybZRJggnJbZKh0JyhnFpCmRb2MsLGVFOG9hlla9lbNbhO2jd1z617j7fV ZqMwX4JzuIAaeHAHTXiAFvjAYAzv8AlfTs95cV6dt2XrhlPMnME/OB+/LZGGiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8gnoByCVefKXCYNjaGXH0D7rO28=">AAAB2XicZVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJK IYI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQil9OBNPHjxoD/Hv+G/cdPmoO2DYR5vPpg3YSqFQdf9cTY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Pjyslp2ySZZtxniUx0N6SGS6G4jwIl76aa0ziUvBNO7vN655lrIxL1hNOUBzEdKREJRjGX/Jp3NahU3bq7AFkn XkGqUKA1qHz3hwnLYq6QSWpMz3NTDGZUo2CSz8v9zPCUsgkd8Z6lisbcBLPFrXNyaZUhiRJtQyFZqH8nZjQ2McXxtc1mGod5zjvNyl6MGsFMqDRDrthybZRJggnJbZKh0JyhnFpCmRb2MsLGVFOG9hlla9lbNbhO2jd1z617j7fV ZqMwX4JzuIAaeHAHTXiAFvjAYAzv8AlfTs95cV6dt2XrhlPMnME/OB+/LZGGiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8gnoByCVefKXCYNjaGXH0D7rO28=">AAAB2XicZVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJK IYI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQil9OBNPHjxoD/Hv+G/cdPmoO2DYR5vPpg3YSqFQdf9cTY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Pjyslp2ySZZtxniUx0N6SGS6G4jwIl76aa0ziUvBNO7vN655lrIxL1hNOUBzEdKREJRjGX/Jp3NahU3bq7AFkn XkGqUKA1qHz3hwnLYq6QSWpMz3NTDGZUo2CSz8v9zPCUsgkd8Z6lisbcBLPFrXNyaZUhiRJtQyFZqH8nZjQ2McXxtc1mGod5zjvNyl6MGsFMqDRDrthybZRJggnJbZKh0JyhnFpCmRb2MsLGVFOG9hlla9lbNbhO2jd1z617j7fV ZqMwX4JzuIAaeHAHTXiAFvjAYAzv8AlfTs95cV6dt2XrhlPMnME/OB+/LZGGiw==</latexit>
U(kN 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="SHV9RaYaidxBFkdVmej+Rt o8Vp0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiwbDrRY8BL54kgpsEkyXMTjrJkNnZZWZWiEv+wosHRbz6E36 DB8G/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXmAiujet+O0vLK6tr67mN/ObW9s5uYW+/puNUMfRZLGLVCKlGwSX6hhuBjUQhjUKB9X BwOfbr96g0j+WtGSYYRLQneZczaqx055cG7ez61BudtAtFt+xOQBaJNyPFSu7h6wMAqu3CZ6sTszRCaZigWjc9N zFBRpXhTOAo30o1JpQNaA+blkoaoQ6yycUjcmyVDunGypY0ZKL+nshopPUwCm1nRE1fz3tj8T+vmZruRZBxmaQGJ Zsu6qaCmJiM3ycdrpAZMbSEMsXtrYT1qaLM2JDyNgRv/uVFUjsre27Zu7FplGCKHBzCEZTAg3OowBVUwQcGEh7h GV4c7Tw5r87btHXJmc0cwB847z9V9ZIs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CzWAqjjLDISuK7zzOLNFpx kZ51k=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX0n8ilraLAYhFoY7Gy0DNlYS0UvE5Ah7m71kyd7usbsnxCP/wsZCEVt/ip2 F4L9x81Fo4oOBx3szzMwLE860cd1vJ7e0vLK6li8U1zc2t7ZLO7sNLVNFqE8kl+o2xJpyJqhvmOH0NlEUxyGnzX BwPvab91RpJsWNGSY0iHFPsIgRbKx051cGnezy2BsddUplt+pOgBaJNyPlWv7h6+O6Xqh3Sp/triRpTIUhHGvd8 tzEBBlWhhFOR8V2qmmCyQD3aMtSgWOqg2xy8QgdWqWLIqlsCYMm6u+JDMdaD+PQdsbY9PW8Nxb/81qpic6CjIkkN VSQ6aIo5chINH4fdZmixPChJZgoZm9FpI8VJsaGVLQhePMvL5LGSdVzq96VTaMCU+RhHw6gAh6cQg0uoA4+EBDw CM/w4mjnyXl13qatOWc2swd/4Lz/AErekuM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CzWAqjjLDISuK7zzOLNFpx kZ51k=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX0n8ilraLAYhFoY7Gy0DNlYS0UvE5Ah7m71kyd7usbsnxCP/wsZCEVt/ip2 F4L9x81Fo4oOBx3szzMwLE860cd1vJ7e0vLK6li8U1zc2t7ZLO7sNLVNFqE8kl+o2xJpyJqhvmOH0NlEUxyGnzX BwPvab91RpJsWNGSY0iHFPsIgRbKx051cGnezy2BsddUplt+pOgBaJNyPlWv7h6+O6Xqh3Sp/triRpTIUhHGvd8 tzEBBlWhhFOR8V2qmmCyQD3aMtSgWOqg2xy8QgdWqWLIqlsCYMm6u+JDMdaD+PQdsbY9PW8Nxb/81qpic6CjIkkN VSQ6aIo5chINH4fdZmixPChJZgoZm9FpI8VJsaGVLQhePMvL5LGSdVzq96VTaMCU+RhHw6gAh6cQg0uoA4+EBDw CM/w4mjnyXl13qatOWc2swd/4Lz/AErekuM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i+l0yw4fh55TQZilQ/1vMI uSfaw=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQC8OdjZYBGyuJ4CXB5Ah7m02yZG/v2J0TwpF/YWOhiK3/xs5 /4ya5QhMfDDzem2FmXphIYdB1v53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48apo41Yz7LJaxbofUcCkU91Gg5O1EcxqFkrfC8c 3Mbz1xbUSsHnCS8CCiQyUGglG00qNfHfeyuwtvet4rV9yaOwdZJV5OKpCj0St/dfsxSyOukElqTMdzEwwyqlEwy aelbmp4QtmYDnnHUkUjboJsfvGUnFmlTwaxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEoe2MKI7MsjcT//M6KQ6ug0yoJEWu2GLRIJUEY zJ7n/SF5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK0IZVsCN7yy6ukeVnz3Jp371bq1TyOIpzAKVTBgyuowy00wAcGCp7hFd4c47w4 787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w8spo/U</latexit>
…
U(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="8gnoByCVefKXCYNjaGXH0D7rO28=">AAAB2XicZVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJK IYI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQil9OBNPHjxoD/Hv+G/cdPmoO2DYR5vPpg3YSqFQdf9cTY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Pjyslp2ySZZtxniUx0N6SGS6G4jwIl76aa0ziUvBNO7vN655lrIxL1hNOUBzEdKREJRjGX/Jp3NahU3bq7AFkn XkGqUKA1qHz3hwnLYq6QSWpMz3NTDGZUo2CSz8v9zPCUsgkd8Z6lisbcBLPFrXNyaZUhiRJtQyFZqH8nZjQ2McXxtc1mGod5zjvNyl6MGsFMqDRDrthybZRJggnJbZKh0JyhnFpCmRb2MsLGVFOG9hlla9lbNbhO2jd1z617j7fV ZqMwX4JzuIAaeHAHTXiAFvjAYAzv8AlfTs95cV6dt2XrhlPMnME/OB+/LZGGiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8gnoByCVefKXCYNjaGXH0D7rO28=">AAAB2XicZVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJK IYI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQil9OBNPHjxoD/Hv+G/cdPmoO2DYR5vPpg3YSqFQdf9cTY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Pjyslp2ySZZtxniUx0N6SGS6G4jwIl76aa0ziUvBNO7vN655lrIxL1hNOUBzEdKREJRjGX/Jp3NahU3bq7AFkn XkGqUKA1qHz3hwnLYq6QSWpMz3NTDGZUo2CSz8v9zPCUsgkd8Z6lisbcBLPFrXNyaZUhiRJtQyFZqH8nZjQ2McXxtc1mGod5zjvNyl6MGsFMqDRDrthybZRJggnJbZKh0JyhnFpCmRb2MsLGVFOG9hlla9lbNbhO2jd1z617j7fV ZqMwX4JzuIAaeHAHTXiAFvjAYAzv8AlfTs95cV6dt2XrhlPMnME/OB+/LZGGiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8gnoByCVefKXCYNjaGXH0D7rO28=">AAAB2XicZVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJK IYI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQil9OBNPHjxoD/Hv+G/cdPmoO2DYR5vPpg3YSqFQdf9cTY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Pjyslp2ySZZtxniUx0N6SGS6G4jwIl76aa0ziUvBNO7vN655lrIxL1hNOUBzEdKREJRjGX/Jp3NahU3bq7AFkn XkGqUKA1qHz3hwnLYq6QSWpMz3NTDGZUo2CSz8v9zPCUsgkd8Z6lisbcBLPFrXNyaZUhiRJtQyFZqH8nZjQ2McXxtc1mGod5zjvNyl6MGsFMqDRDrthybZRJggnJbZKh0JyhnFpCmRb2MsLGVFOG9hlla9lbNbhO2jd1z617j7fV ZqMwX4JzuIAaeHAHTXiAFvjAYAzv8AlfTs95cV6dt2XrhlPMnME/OB+/LZGGiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8gnoByCVefKXCYNjaGXH0D7rO28=">AAAB2XicZVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJK IYI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQil9OBNPHjxoD/Hv+G/cdPmoO2DYR5vPpg3YSqFQdf9cTY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Pjyslp2ySZZtxniUx0N6SGS6G4jwIl76aa0ziUvBNO7vN655lrIxL1hNOUBzEdKREJRjGX/Jp3NahU3bq7AFkn XkGqUKA1qHz3hwnLYq6QSWpMz3NTDGZUo2CSz8v9zPCUsgkd8Z6lisbcBLPFrXNyaZUhiRJtQyFZqH8nZjQ2McXxtc1mGod5zjvNyl6MGsFMqDRDrthybZRJggnJbZKh0JyhnFpCmRb2MsLGVFOG9hlla9lbNbhO2jd1z617j7fV ZqMwX4JzuIAaeHAHTXiAFvjAYAzv8AlfTs95cV6dt2XrhlPMnME/OB+/LZGGiw==</latexit>
U(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="8gnoByCVefKXCYNjaGXH0D 7rO28=">AAAB2XicZVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJKIYI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQil9OBNPHjxoD/Hv+ G/cdPmoO2DYR5vPpg3YSqFQdf9cTY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Pjyslp2ySZZtxniUx0N6SGS6G4jwIl76aa0ziUvBNO 7vN655lrIxL1hNOUBzEdKREJRjGX/Jp3NahU3bq7AFknXkGqUKA1qHz3hwnLYq6QSWpMz3NTDGZUo2CSz8v9zPC Usgkd8Z6lisbcBLPFrXNyaZUhiRJtQyFZqH8nZjQ2McXxtc1mGod5zjvNyl6MGsFMqDRDrthybZRJggnJbZKh0 JyhnFpCmRb2MsLGVFOG9hlla9lbNbhO2jd1z617j7fVZqMwX4JzuIAaeHAHTXiAFvjAYAzv8AlfTs95cV6dt2X rhlPMnME/OB+/LZGGiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8gnoByCVefKXCYNjaGXH0D 7rO28=">AAAB2XicZVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJKIYI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQil9OBNPHjxoD/Hv+ G/cdPmoO2DYR5vPpg3YSqFQdf9cTY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Pjyslp2ySZZtxniUx0N6SGS6G4jwIl76aa0ziUvBNO 7vN655lrIxL1hNOUBzEdKREJRjGX/Jp3NahU3bq7AFknXkGqUKA1qHz3hwnLYq6QSWpMz3NTDGZUo2CSz8v9zPC Usgkd8Z6lisbcBLPFrXNyaZUhiRJtQyFZqH8nZjQ2McXxtc1mGod5zjvNyl6MGsFMqDRDrthybZRJggnJbZKh0 JyhnFpCmRb2MsLGVFOG9hlla9lbNbhO2jd1z617j7fVZqMwX4JzuIAaeHAHTXiAFvjAYAzv8AlfTs95cV6dt2X rhlPMnME/OB+/LZGGiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8gnoByCVefKXCYNjaGXH0D 7rO28=">AAAB2XicZVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJKIYI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQil9OBNPHjxoD/Hv+ G/cdPmoO2DYR5vPpg3YSqFQdf9cTY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Pjyslp2ySZZtxniUx0N6SGS6G4jwIl76aa0ziUvBNO 7vN655lrIxL1hNOUBzEdKREJRjGX/Jp3NahU3bq7AFknXkGqUKA1qHz3hwnLYq6QSWpMz3NTDGZUo2CSz8v9zPC Usgkd8Z6lisbcBLPFrXNyaZUhiRJtQyFZqH8nZjQ2McXxtc1mGod5zjvNyl6MGsFMqDRDrthybZRJggnJbZKh0 JyhnFpCmRb2MsLGVFOG9hlla9lbNbhO2jd1z617j7fVZqMwX4JzuIAaeHAHTXiAFvjAYAzv8AlfTs95cV6dt2X rhlPMnME/OB+/LZGGiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8gnoByCVefKXCYNjaGXH0D 7rO28=">AAAB2XicZVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJUkJKIYI8FLx4rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQil9OBNPHjxoD/Hv+ G/cdPmoO2DYR5vPpg3YSqFQdf9cTY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Pjyslp2ySZZtxniUx0N6SGS6G4jwIl76aa0ziUvBNO 7vN655lrIxL1hNOUBzEdKREJRjGX/Jp3NahU3bq7AFknXkGqUKA1qHz3hwnLYq6QSWpMz3NTDGZUo2CSz8v9zPC Usgkd8Z6lisbcBLPFrXNyaZUhiRJtQyFZqH8nZjQ2McXxtc1mGod5zjvNyl6MGsFMqDRDrthybZRJggnJbZKh0 JyhnFpCmRb2MsLGVFOG9hlla9lbNbhO2jd1z617j7fVZqMwX4JzuIAaeHAHTXiAFvjAYAzv8AlfTs95cV6dt2X rhlPMnME/OB+/LZGGiw==</latexit>
U(kN 2)
<latexit sha1_base64="8UfeLABRWTLz5HkWBVQ/9H aG89I=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyJrxhfUY9eBoMQD4bdXPQY8OJJIrhJMFnC7GQ2GTI7u8zMCnHJX3jxoIhXf8J v8CD4N04eB00saCiquunuChLBtXGcb5RbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDR2nijKPxiJWrYBoJrhknuFGsFaiGIkCwZ rB8HLiN++Z0jyWt2aUMD8ifclDTomx0p1XHnaz67Pq+LRbLDkVZwq8TNw5KdXyD18fAFDvFj87vZimEZOGCqJ12 3US42dEGU4FGxc6qWYJoUPSZ21LJYmY9rPpxWN8YpUeDmNlSxo8VX9PZCTSehQFtjMiZqAXvYn4n9dOTXjhZ1wmq WGSzhaFqcAmxpP3cY8rRo0YWUKo4vZWTAdEEWpsSAUbgrv48jJpVCuuU3FvbBplmCEPR3AMZXDhHGpwBXXwgIKE R3iGF6TRE3pFb7PWHJrPHMIfoPcfV3uSLQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1iHBbkcSAn2IjtOnZ7Albn eTiyM=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX5f4FbW0WQxCLAx3abQM2FhJRC8JJkfY2+wlS/b2jt09IR75FzYWitj6U+w sBP+Nm49CEx8MPN6bYWZekHCmtON8W7mV1bX1DTtf2Nza3tkt7u03VJxKQj0S81i2AqwoZ4J6mmlOW4mkOAo4bQ bDi4nfvKdSsVjc6lFC/Qj3BQsZwdpId1552M2uTqvjk26x5FScKdAyceekVLMfvj5u6vl6t/jZ6cUkjajQhGOl2 q6TaD/DUjPC6bjQSRVNMBniPm0bKnBElZ9NLx6jY6P0UBhLU0Kjqfp7IsORUqMoMJ0R1gO16E3E/7x2qsNzP2MiS TUVZLYoTDnSMZq8j3pMUqL5yBBMJDO3IjLAEhNtQiqYENzFl5dJo1pxnYp7bdIowww2HMIRlMGFM6jBJdTBAwIC HuEZXixlPVmv1tusNWfNZw7gD6z3H0xkkuQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1iHBbkcSAn2IjtOnZ7Albn eTiyM=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX5f4FbW0WQxCLAx3abQM2FhJRC8JJkfY2+wlS/b2jt09IR75FzYWitj6U+w sBP+Nm49CEx8MPN6bYWZekHCmtON8W7mV1bX1DTtf2Nza3tkt7u03VJxKQj0S81i2AqwoZ4J6mmlOW4mkOAo4bQ bDi4nfvKdSsVjc6lFC/Qj3BQsZwdpId1552M2uTqvjk26x5FScKdAyceekVLMfvj5u6vl6t/jZ6cUkjajQhGOl2 q6TaD/DUjPC6bjQSRVNMBniPm0bKnBElZ9NLx6jY6P0UBhLU0Kjqfp7IsORUqMoMJ0R1gO16E3E/7x2qsNzP2MiS TUVZLYoTDnSMZq8j3pMUqL5yBBMJDO3IjLAEhNtQiqYENzFl5dJo1pxnYp7bdIowww2HMIRlMGFM6jBJdTBAwIC HuEZXixlPVmv1tusNWfNZw7gD6z3H0xkkuQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0hLXBSXQ/SU5c4VUZMp8ct iA08w=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhBiYbhLo2XAxkoimA9MjrC32UuW7O0du3NCOPIvbCwUsfXf2Pl v3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut7O2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6OWyZONeNNFstYdwJquBSKN1Gg5J1EcxoFkreD8c 3Mbz9xbUSsHnCScD+iQyVCwSha6bFZGfezu8va9KJfKrtVdw6ySryclCFHo1/66g1ilkZcIZPUmK7nJuhnVKNgk k+LvdTwhLIxHfKupYpG3PjZ/OIpObfKgISxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEge2MKI7MsjcT//O6KYbXfiZUkiJXbLEoTCXBm MzeJwOhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtSEUbgrf88ipp1aqeW/Xu3XK9ksdRgFM4gwp4cAV1uIUGNIGBgmd4hTfHOC/O u/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wcuLI/V</latexit>
U(1)
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(c) The 2d (0,4) quiver gauge theory obtained from the brane configuration of figure 4b. Here solid black lines
denote a hypermultiplet, solid blue lines denote a twisted hyper-multiplet, while the dashed lines denote a Fermi
multiplet.
.
Figure 4: The brane configuration and 2d theory describing the fundamental Wilson surface defect.
Table 3 also has a D6-brane which has not been shown here.
give rise to a U(kN−1)-fundamental (0,4) twisted hyper and a U(kN−1)-fundamental Fermi multiplet
transforming as a SU(2)1L doublet. Additionally, there are gauge singlet Fermi multiplets coming
from the excitations of the open string stretched between the D4′-brane and the D6-brane. The
resulting quiver is shown in Figure 4c.
Similarly, we can engineer the Wilson surface in the rank-m anti-symmetric irreducible representa-
tion by starting with a D4′-brane lying to the right of the NS5-brane stack and stretching m D2-branes
from the D4′ to the NS5-brane stack such that the i’th D2-brane ends on the (N +1− i)’th NS5 brane,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤m. This set-up can be dualised by the Hanany-Witten transition, to a frame where the
D4′-brane lies between the (N −m)’th and (N + 1 −m)’th NS5-brane with no D2-branes suspended
between the D4′ and NS5-branes. Open strings stretched between the D4′ and the kN−m D2-branes
(suspended between the (N −m)’th and (N +1−m)’th NS5 branes) will then give rise to a U(kN−m)-
fundamental twisted hyper and a U(kN−m)-fundamental Fermi multiplet in SU(2)1L doublet. Also,
the open strings stretched between the D4′-brane and the D6-brane give rise to a Fermi multiplet
transforming as the bifundamental of U(1)N−m × U(1), where the U(1)N−m factor comes from the






(a) The brane configuration engineering the rank-2 antisymmetric Wilson surface of the 6d (2,0) theory of type





(b) The brane configuration obtained from application of Hanany-Witten transition to the set-up of figure 5a.
The vertical lines in the picture denote NS5-branes.
.
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(c) The 2d (0,4) quiver gauge theory obtained from the brane configuration of figure 5b. Here solid black lines
denote a hypermultiplet, solid blue lines denote a twisted hyper-multiplet, while the dashed lines denote a Fermi
multiplet.
Figure 5: The brane configuration and 2d theory describing the rank-2 antisymmetric Wilson surface
defect. Table 3 also has a D6-brane which has not been shown here.
NS5-brane and the other U(1) factor comes from the symmetry associated to the D4′-brane. The
inclusion of these fields in the 2d quiver will therefore capture the effect of a rank-m antisymmetric
Wilson surface. We show the relevant brane configuration and 2d quiver for the case of a rank-2
antisymmetric Wilson surface in Figure 5.
In the general case of N ′ > 1, we can consider brane configurations with ni D4′-branes between the
i’th and the (i + 1)’th NS5 brane, such that ∑N−1i=1 ni = N ′ (see Figure 6a); from the above discussion
it is clear that such configuration will correspond to inserting a Wilson surface in the representation
R = ⊗N−1i=1 (⋀N−i)ni . The resulting 2d quiver is shown in Figure 6b.
Let us now give a more detailed description of the 2d gauge theories obtained from the world-
volume of D2-branes suspended between NS5-branes along with the insertion of D4′-branes. We
consider a stack of ki D2-branes and ni D4
′-branes, located in the x9 interval between i’th and(i+1)’th NS5-branes, for all i = 1, ⋯, N −1. We draw the given configuration in Figure 6a. The chain
of (k1, k2,⋯, kN−1) D2-branes engineers a 2d linear quiver theory with ∏N−1i=1 U(ki) gauge symmetry.
It inherits SU(2)1L × SU(2)1R × SU(2)2R global symmetry of the brane system, where SU(2)1R ×
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(a) The brane configuration for the Wilson surface in the representation R = ⊗N−1i=1 (⋀N−i)ni . The vertical lines
in the picture denote NS5-branes.
.
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(b) The 2d (0,4) quiver gauge theory obtained from the brane configuration of figure 6a. Here solid black lines
denote a hypermultiplet, solid blue lines denote a twisted hyper-multiplet, while the dashed lines denote a Fermi
multiplet.
Figure 6: The brane configuration and 2d theory describing a Wilson surface defect in the represen-
tation R = ⊗N−1i=1 (⋀N−i)ni . Table 3 also has a D6-brane which has not been shown here.
∏N−1i=1 U(ni) ×∏Nj=0U(1)j flavor symmetry of (n1, n2,⋯, nN−1) D4′-branes and chain of (N + 1) D6-
brane segments. Massless excitations coming from open strings ending on D2-branes induce the field
content of Table 4, in which the U(1)i charge of an individual field is denoted by Qi. Only a subset of
global U(1)’s will be consistent at a quantum level, yielding no mixed anomaly with gauge symmetry.
If one uses Ti, Fi, Gi to denote the Abelian generators of U(1) ⊂ U(ki), U(ni), U(1)i, respectively,
then all the non-vanishing mixed anomalies between gauge and global symmetries are
Tr(γ3 TiGi−1) = −1, Tr(γ3 TiGi) = 2, Tr(γ3 TiGi+1) = −1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1. (3.1)
This implies that only two U(1)’s, out of ∏Nj=0U(1)j global symmetry, will remain at a quantum
level. These two U(1)’s are the ones generated by ∑Nj=0Gj and ∑Nj=0(j − 1)Gj . We also notice that
the sum of all U(1) generators ∑Nj=0Gj +∑N−1i=1 (Ti +Fi) trivially acts on the fields, therefore ∑Nj=0Gj ≃−∑N−1i=1 (Ti + Fi) effectively.
One can easily construct the Lagrangian of the quiver gauge theory. We will use the N = (0,2)
SUSY formalism [41] and write the holomorphic potentials Eη and Jη, for each (0,2) Fermi multiplet
η, in a way which ensures the N = (0,4) SUSY enhancement [24]. First, we decompose the (0,4)
vector and (twisted) hypermultiplets into the (0,2) chiral and Fermi multiplets as follows:
vector (A(i)µ , ζ(i)Aα˙ )Ð→ vector V (i) (A(i)µ , ζ(i)11˙ ) ⊕ Fermi Λ(i) (ζ(i)12˙ )
hyper (a(i)αα˙, λ(i)Aα )Ð→ chiral B(i) (a(i)11˙ , λ(i)21 ) ⊕ chiral B˜(i)† (a(i)12˙ , λ(i)11 )
hyper (q(i)α˙ , ψ(i)A)Ð→ chiral q(i) (q(i)1˙ , ψ(i)2) ⊕ chiral q˜(i)† (q(i)2˙ , ψ(i)1) (3.2)
twisted hyper (Φ(i)A ,Ψ(i)α˙ )Ð→ chiral Φ(i) (Φ(i)1 ,Ψ(i)1˙ ) ⊕ chiral Φ˜(i)† (Φ(i)2 ,Ψ(i)2˙ )
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α˙ ki ni (0,0,0)
Fermi Ψ
(i)




(i)A ki 1 (0,+1,0)
Fermi χ(i) ki 1 (0,0,−1)
Fermi χ(i) ki 1 (+1,0,0)
(a) in the i’th gauge node (i ≤ N − 1)









(b) between i’th and (i+ 1)’th nodes (i ≤ N − 2)
Type Fields U(ni) Qi
Fermi ρ(i) ni −1
(c) between i’th D6- and D4-branes (i ≤ N − 1)
Table 4: N = (0,4) multiplets in the quiver gauge theory. ‘twisted’ means a twisted hypermultiplet.
twisted hyper (ϕ(i)A , ξ(i)α˙ )Ð→ chiral ϕ(i) (ϕ(i)1 , ξ(i)1˙ ) ⊕ chiral ϕ˜(i)† (ϕ(i)2 , ξ(i)2˙ )
On the other hand, all (0,4) Fermi multiplets Ψ(i)α , χ(i), χ(i), ξ(i)α , ρ(i) are also (0,2) Fermi multiplets.




Λ for Fermi multiplets Λ
(i) as functions of (0,2) chiral superfields.








Λ = q(i)q˜(i) + [B(i), B˜(i)], E(i)Λ = ϕ(i)ϕ˜(i) − ϕ˜(i−1)ϕ(i−1) +Φ(i)Φ˜(i) (3.3)
with ϕ(0), ϕ˜(0), ϕ(N), ϕ˜(N) understood as being null. Third, the above J(i)Λ and E(i)Λ must be accompa-
nied by other holomorphic potentials to satisfy the (0,2) SUSY preserving condition ∑η Tr (Jη ⋅Eη) = 0,
where the sum is taken over all Fermi multiplets in the theory. Allowed are the following potentials:












= B˜(i+1)ϕ˜(i) − ϕ˜(i)B˜(i), J(i)ξ2 = B(i+1)ϕ˜(i) − ϕ˜(i)B(i), J(i)ρ = −q˜(i)Φ(i).
With the following D-term potential D(i),
D(i) = q(i)q(i)† − q˜(i)†q˜(i) + [B(i),B(i)†] − [B˜(i)†, B˜(i)] (3.5)+Φ(i)Φ(i)† − Φ˜(i)†Φ˜(i) − ϕ(i−1)†ϕ(i−1) + ϕ˜(i−1)ϕ˜(i−1)† + ϕ(i)ϕ(i)† − ϕ˜(i)†ϕ˜(i), (3.6)
the bosonic potential V = ∑η(∣Eη ∣2 + ∣Jη ∣2) + 14 ∑N−1i=1 (D(i))2 can be arranged into
V = N−1∑
i=1 (14((σm)α˙β˙q(i)α˙ q(i)†β˙ + 12(σm)α˙β˙[a(i)αα˙, a(i)αβ˙])2+1
4
((σI)ABϕ(i)A ϕ(i)†B − (σI)ABϕ(i−1)†Bϕ(i−1)A + (σI)ABΦ(i)A Φ(i)†B)2 (3.7)
+1
2
∣q(i)α˙ Φ(i)A ∣2 + 12 ∣q(i)α˙ ϕ(i−1)†A ∣ + 12 ∣q(i)α˙ ϕ(i)A ∣ + 12 ∣a(i)αα˙Φ(i)A ∣2 + 12 ∣ϕ(i)A a(i+1)αα˙ − a(i)αα˙ϕ(i)A ∣2).
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Note that though we necessarily need the Fermi fields ρ in order to write a Lagrangian with (0,4)
SUSY, we expect that these will decouple from the interacting system in the IR. A simple way to see
this is to notice that they are gauge invariant chiral operators and hence their IR scaling dimensions
can be deduced from their charge with respect to the R-symmetry of (0,2) subalgebra. The R-current
of (0,2) subalgebra will be given by a linear combination of the two Cartans of the SO(4)R-symmetry
acting on the UV (0,4) algebra. However, ρ is a singlet of this SO(4)R symmetry and hence it will
carry a zero charge with respect to the (0,2) R-symmetry. Since the right moving dimension of chiral
operators is proportional to their R-charge, it implies that for ρ, L¯0 = 0. Their left moving dimension
L0 can also be fixed by using the fact that L0− L¯0 = 12 , since the difference of the left and right moving
dimensions is given by the spin of the operators. Thus we find that the fermions ρ must have L0 = 12
and L¯0 = 0. This is the unitarity bound for left moving gauge invariant fermions to become free, much
like in [42,43].
3.2 Elliptic genera with Wilson surfaces
We consider the elliptic genera of 2d N = (0,4) quiver gauge theories, introduced in Section 3.1. They
are labeled by the ranks of the N −1 product gauge and flavor groups {k1, k2,⋯, kN−1 ∣n1, n2,⋯, nN−1},
where {k1, k2,⋯, kN−1} and {n1, n2,⋯, nN−1} correspond to the winding numbers for different species
of self-dual strings and defect strings. One can express them in the following trace representation:
I{n1,⋯,nN−1}{k1,⋯,kN−1} = TrRR [(−1)F qHL q¯HR t2(Jr−JR)u2Jlµ∑Nj=0(j−1)Gj N−1∏
i=1
ni∏`=1 e−m(i)` Q(i)` ] . (3.8)
The elliptic genus captures the BPS states annihilated by Q11˙ and Q22˙, satisfying HR ∼ {Q11˙,Q22˙}.
Most of the fugacity variables and conjugate charges were introduced in Section 2.2. In addition, m
(i)
`
are chemical potentials for U(ni) flavor symmetry, whose Cartan generators are denoted as Q(i)` . All
these deformations made by chemical potentials are crucial for regulating the infrared divergences.
Evaluation of the elliptic genus of 2d N = (0,2) gauge theory was formulated in [44–46] by means
of supersymmetric localization. Saddle points in the path integral are characterized by the gauge flat
connections on T 2. We denote eigenvalues of the U(ki) gauge connection by φ(i) = {φ(i)1 , φ(i)2 ,⋯, φ(i)ki },
and the collection of all gauge connections by φ = {φ(1), . . . , φ(N−1)}. All the Gaussian fluctuations
around saddle points can be integrated out, leaving us with the integration over zero modes of the
1-loop determinant:













ni∏`=1ZD4’ki (φ(i),m(i)` , 1,2),
(3.9)
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θ(φ(i)s − φ(i)t )θ(φ(i)s − φ(i)t + 2+)







θ(φ(i+1)t − φ(i)s + −)θ(−φ(i+1)t + φ(i)s + −)





θ(m + (1 − i)m + φ(i)s )θ(m − (1 − i)m − φ(i)s )
θ(+ + (1 − i)m + φ(i)s )θ(+ − (1 − i)m − φ(i)s ) ,
ZD4’ki (φ(i),m(i)` , 1,2) =θ(m(i)` − im)η ki∏s=1 θ(φ
(i)
s −m(i)` + −)θ(−φ(i)s +m(i)` + −)
θ(φ(i)s −m(i)` − +)θ(−φ(i)s +m(i)` − +) .
(3.10)
The next step is to integrate over all saddle points, parametrized by eigenvalues φ of the ∏N−1i=1 U(ki)
gauge connection. This zero-mode integral becomes a contour integral over the space of eigenvalues,
whose integral contour is specified by the Jeffrey-Kirwan residue operation [45, 46]. The selection of
individual residue depends on an auxiliary vector η, while the final residue sum is independent of it.
It is known that in the special case of n1 = ⋯ = nN−1 = 0, the Jeffrey-Kirwan residues are classified
by (N−1)-tuples of Young tableaux [47,48] with the choice of η = (1,1,⋯,1). Each residue corresponds
to a possible configuration of the Young tableaux (Y1,⋯, YN−1) with ∣Yi∣ = ki. A box s = (m,n) in the
i’th Young tableau Yi represents the following pole location for an integral variable φ
(i):
φ(i) = (i − 1)m − + − (n − 1)1 − (m − 1)2. (3.11)
The classification of JK residues becomes more complicated after introducing the ∏N−1i=1 U(ni) flavor
symmetry of D4′-branes. We must include new types of residues, being associated to the poles at
φ(i) = + +m(i)`=1,⋯ni and φ(i±1) − φ(i) = + (3.12)
in addition to the original ones (3.11). For example, with N = 2, all residues are labeled by the Young
tableau Y1 and the n1-dimensional vector u such that ∣Y1∣ = k1 − ∣u∣, where each component of the
vector u must be either 0 or 1. ∣u∣ denotes the sum of all components of the vector u. A non-zero,
ν’th component of u encodes an integral variable φ(1) to take the following value:
φ(1) = + +m(1)ν . (3.13)
The associated residues are obtained by substituting these values to the integral measure (3.9). Simi-
larly for general N , one obtains the elliptic genus I{n1,⋯,nN−1}{k1,⋯,kN−1} of self-dual strings by summing over all
possible JK residues associated to (3.11) and (3.12).
3.3 Relation to 5d Wilson loops
As the individual elliptic genus represents the BPS states for a given configuration of self-dual strings,




D6-D4′ =∏N−1i=1 ∏ni`=1 θ(m(i)` − im)/η which is the 1-loop determinant contribution of D6-
D4′ bifundamental Fermi multiplets. As explained at the end of Section 3.1, the D6-D4′ fermions are
decoupled from the interacting IR dynamics. Therefore, we divide the elliptic genera I{n1,⋯,nN−1}{k1,⋯,kN−1} by
Z
{n1,⋯,nN−1}
D6-D4′ . The grand canonical partition is then given by
Z
{n1,⋯,nN−1}
6d/2d = IN0 ⋅ ⎛⎝ ∑k1,...,kN−1⩾0nk11 nk22 ⋯nkN−1N−1 ⋅ I{n1,⋯,nN−1}{k1,⋯,kN−1} /Z{n1,⋯,nN−1}D6-D4′ ⎞⎠ (3.14)
n1,...,N−1 denote the winding number fugacities for (N − 1) different types of self-dual strings. The
overall multiplicative factor IN0 captures pure momentum states that are decoupled from stringy modes
at low energy. It takes the following form:
IN0 = PE [N sh(m ± −)sh(+ ± −) q1 − q ] = PE [N t(µ + µ−1 − u − u−1)(1 − tu)(1 − tu−1) q1 − q ] . (3.15)
Z
{n1,⋯,nN−1}
6d/2d is expected to be the Wilson surface operator in M5-branes, whose representation is
determined by the arrangement of D4′-branes, i.e., (n1, n2,⋯, nN−1), as explained in Section 3.1. We
will see that this expectation becomes true for minuscule representations, while there will be extra
subtleties for non-minuscule representations.
We have two different methods of computing the Wilson surface operator in M5-branes. Recall
that 5d N = 1∗ U(N) gauge theory has the UV completion with non-perturbative corrections, as 6d(2,0) SCFT on S1 describing a stack of N parallel M5-branes [49–51]. The 5d SYM instantons are
the Kaluza-Klein momentum modes along the compactified circle. Similarly, the W-bosons in the
Coulomb branch of 5d SYM are uplifted to the 6d self-dual strings, whose tension is proportional
to the distance between a pair of M5-branes. Once we identify the instanton fugacity and Coulomb
branch parameters of 5d SYM with the 6d momentum and winding fugacities along T 2,
q = e2piiτ , n1 = w1
w2
, n2 = w2
w3
, ⋯, nN−1 = wN−1
wN
(with w1w2⋯wN = 1), (3.16)
the various Wilson lines in 5d N = 1∗ SYM, studied in Section 2.3, are naturally interpreted as the 6d
Wilson surface observable in M5-branes. More concretely, we propose the following equalities:
Z
U(N)
pert ⋅WU(N)R = (N−1∏
i=1 nλii ) ⋅Z{n1,⋯,nN−1}6d/2d with R = ⊗N−1i=1 (⋀N−i)ni (3.17)
where (λ1,⋯, λN−1) denotes the lowest weight of the representation R in α-basis. One necessary
condition for (3.17) to hold is that the flavor chemical potentials m
(i)
` must disappear from the final
expression of the 6d string elliptic genus I{n1,⋯,nN−1}{k1,⋯,kN−1} /Z{n1,⋯,nN−1}D6-D4′ . It turns out to be true for the
cases with N ′ = ∑N−1i=1 ni = 1, which corresponds to the Wilson surfaces in minuscule representations.
For non-minuscule representations, i.e. N ′ = ∑N−1i=1 ni > 1, we will report the prescription for the flavor
fugacities e−m(i)` , under which (3.17) holds true in most of the winding sectors.
Since the 5d perturbative index Z
U(N)
pert and the U(1) factors IN0 are commonly shared among the
Wilson surfaces in different representations, we find it convenient to normalize (3.17) by the partition
function Z
U(N)
pert ⋅WU(N)1 = Z{0,⋯,0}6d/2d [18]. We will test if the following is true:
(N−1∏








6d/2d with R = ⊗N−1i=1 (⋀N−i)ni . (3.18)
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Minuscule representations When N = 2 and n1 = 1, we found an agreement between the 6d BPS
partition function (3.14) and the U(2) fundamental Wilson loop WU(2)2 , by taking the double series
expansion in the momentum (instanton) fugacity q and the winding (W-boson) fugacity n1 = w21, i.e.,
n
1/2
1 ⋅WU(2)2 /WU(2)1 = Z{1}6d/2d/Z{0}6d/2d (3.19)
verified up to q4 and n41 order. For N = 3 case, the 6d observables Z{0,1}6d/2d and Z{1,0}6d/2d must be compared










2 ⋅WU(3)3 /WU(3)1 = Z{1,0}6d/2d/Z{0,0}6d/2d (3.20)
verified up to q2 and n21n
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3 ⋅WU(4)6 /WU(4)1 = Z{0,1,0}6d/2d /Z{0,0,0}6d/2d .
Non-minuscule representations On the contrary, the flavor chemical potentials m
(i)
` do not gen-
erally disappear from the elliptic genera I{n1,⋯,nN−1}{k1,⋯,kN−1} /Z{n1,⋯,nN−1}D6-D4′ for non-minuscule representations,
preventing (3.18) from being true. This is because the elliptic genera of D2-branes receive contribu-
tions not only from the Higgs branch, in which D2-branes realize 6d self-dual strings, but also from the
twisted Higgs branch, where D2-branes become separable on D4′-branes and move along the x6, x7, x8
directions. Specifically, as D2-branes are away from NS5-branes, the latter configuration is no longer
associated to 6d (2,0) SCFTs which describe the worldvolume physics of NS5-branes. Instead, it
corresponds to the monopole (string) bubbling sector for 5d ’t Hooft surface defects on D4′-branes
wrapping R3 × T 2. For example, once we take the M → + limit which Higgses D2-D6 multiplets, or
equivalently removes the D6-brane, the elliptic genera I{n1,⋯,nN−1}{k1,⋯,kN−1} /Z{n1,⋯,nN−1}D6-D4′ reduce to the elliptic
uplift of the monopole bubbling indices in [52–54] where sh(x) is replaced with sh(x)→ θ(x).
Here we do not attempt to distinguish the Higgs branch states from the others as in Section 2.3. We
instead report the following observation: For most of the winding sectors (k1,⋯, kN−1), except those
with non-trivial monopole bubbling indices in [52–54], the relation (3.18) holds true after discarding
all the BPS states that carry non-trivial ∏N−1i=1 U(ni) flavor charges. More precisely, we take the series
expansion of the right-hand side of (3.18) in the flavor fugacities e−m(i)` and compare its zero-th order
coefficient with the left-hand side of (3.18). We found that
n11 ⋅ (WU(2)3 +WU(2)1 )/WU(2)1 = Z{2}6d/2d/Z{0}6d/2d ∣0-th at q0,1,2 and n2,31 orders (3.22)
n
3/2














2 ⋅ (WU(3)8 +WU(3)1 )/WU(3)1 = Z{1,1}6d/2d/Z{0,0}6d/2d ∣0-th at q0,1 and n1,2,31 ,n1,2,32 ,n11n22,n21n12,n21n22 orders.
For those exceptional sectors, the same truncation makes (3.18) true only at q0 order, i.e.,
n11 ⋅ (WU(2)3 +WU(2)1 )/WU(2)1 = Z{2}6d/2d/Z{0}6d/2d ∣0-th at q0 and n11 order (3.23)
n
3/2










2 ⋅ (WU(3)6 +WU(3)3 )/WU(3)1 = Z{2,0}6d/2d/Z{0,0}6d/2d ∣0-th at q0 and n11,n11n12,n21n12 orders
n11n
1
2 ⋅ (WU(3)8 +WU(3)1 )/WU(3)1 = Z{1,1}6d/2d/Z{0,0}6d/2d ∣0-th at q0 and n11n12 order.
In spite of the extra D4′ states present in I{n1,⋯,nN−1}{k1,⋯,kN−1} /Z{n1,⋯,nN−1}D6-D4′ , we still regard the above results
(3.19)–(3.23) as a supporting evidence for the validity of the quiver gauge theory introduced in Sec-
tion 3.1. It would be desirable to come up with a way to precisely distinguish the 6d SCFT spectrum
from the rest in the elliptic genera.
3.3.1 qq-characters and Y observables
As we did in Section 2.2, let us conclude our discussion by adding a few remarks about the qq-character
interpretation of our elliptic genus (3.14). Without D4′ branes, the NS5-D6 systems we considered can
be thought of as engineering a six-dimensional superconformal U(1)N−1 abelian AN−1-quiver theory,
i.e. a linear quiver theory with N − 1 U(1) gauge nodes with bifundamental and/or fundamental
matter. The qq-characters for such a theory, as studied in [14, 55, 56], can be classified in terms of
tensor product representations R of the AN−1 Lie algebra. In our language they are constructed by
adding one or more D4′ branes to the NS5-D6 system, where the numbers (n1, . . . , nN−1) of D4′ are
related to the tensor product representation R = ⊗N−1i=1 (⋀N−i)ni as in (3.17). More precisely we haveI−N0 Z{n1,...,nN−1}6d/2d Z{n1,⋯,nN−1}D6-D4′ = ∑
k1,...,kN−1⩾0n
k1
1 . . .n
kN−1
N−1 ⋅ I{n1,⋯,nN−1}{k1,⋯,kN−1} = X(AN−1)R (m(i)` ). (3.24)
Similarly to what happens in the five-dimensional case, the qq-characters for our six-dimensional
quiver theory can be written in terms of correlators of Yi-operators, although in our setup we have
a different Yi for each abelian gauge node (i = 1, . . . ,N − 1). Any correlator involving a number li
of Yi-observables (or their inverse) depending on mass parameters x
(i)









i (x(i)j ) = ∑
k1,...,kN−1⩾0
nk11 . . .n
kN−1
N−1





















j = ±1 and where the functions appearing in the integrand were introduced in (3.10). For
brevity, we suppressed their dependence on ± and m. The integral is evaluated by summing over
the residues at the poles labeled by (N − 1)-tuples of the Young tableaux (3.11); this pole prescrip-
tion therefore differentiates correlators of Yi-operators from qq-characters, since the latter receive
contributions also from poles of the form (3.12).
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To illustrate the relation between X and Yi’s, let us consider a few examples. When N = 2 the




2 (m(1)1 ) = Y1(m(1)1 ) + n1 P (m(1)1 )
Y1(m(1)1 + 2+) , (3.26)
where
P (σ) = θ(σ +m + +)
η
θ(σ −m + +)
η
. (3.27)
The first higher qq-character (n1 = 2), corresponding to the representation 2⊗ 2 = 3⊕ 1 of A1, reads
X
(A1)
3⊕1 (m(1)1 ,m(1)2 ) = Y1(m(1)1 )Y1(m(1)2 ) + n1P (m(1)1 )S(m(1)1 −m(1)2 ) Y1(m(1)2 )
Y1(m(1)1 + 2+) (3.28)
+ n1P (m(1)2 )S(m(1)2 −m(1)1 ) Y1(m(1)1 )
Y1(m(1)2 + 2+) + n21P (m(1)1 )P (m(1)2 ) 1Y1(m(1)1 + 2+)Y1(m(1)2 + 2+) ,
with
S(σ) = θ(σ + 1)θ(σ + 2)
θ(σ)θ(σ + 2+) . (3.29)
When N = 3 the fundamental (n1 = 0, n2 = 1) and antisymmetric (n1 = 1, n2 = 0) qq-characters,
associated to the A2 representations 3 and 3¯ respectively, can be decomposed as
X
(A2)
3 (m(1)1 ) = Y1(m(1)1 ) + n1P1(m(1)1 ) Y2(m(1)1 + +)
Y1(m(1)1 + 2+) + n1n2P1(m
(1)
1 )P2(m(1)1 + +)




(m(2)1 ) = Y2(m(2)1 ) + n2P2(m(2)1 ) Y1(m(2)1 + +)
Y2(m(2)1 + 2+) + n1n2P2(m
(2)
1 )P1(m(2)1 + +)
Y1(m(2)1 + 3+) ,
(3.30)
with
P1(σ) = θ(σ +m + +)
η
,P2(σ) = θ(σ − 2m + +)
η
. (3.31)
Similar relations can be found for any N and any representation R = ⊗N−1i=1 (⋀N−i)ni [56].
4 Concluding remarks
In this paper we studied the 5d N = 1∗ Wilson loops in a generic U(N) gauge representation, using
the ADHM quantum mechanics of D0-D4-D4’ branes. The partition function for the grand canonical
ensemble of D0-branes is the sum over products between two different Wilson loops, supported on D4
and D4’-branes respectively. We illustrated how to disentangle individual Wilson loops from the full
D0-brane partition function in a number of examples. They can be interpreted as the Wilson surface
observables in M5-branes, based on the correspondence between 5d maximal U(N) SYM and 6d (2,0)
SCFT of AN−1–type. We also studied the Wilson surfaces using the 2d (0,4) quiver gauge theories,
which correspond to the UV description of self-dual strings in the presence of a Wilson surface defect.
Both computations are in agreement for the minuscule Wilson surfaces. On the other hand, the elliptic
genera for the non-minuscule representations capture extra BPS states irrelevant from 6d (2,0) SCFT,
displaying only a partial agreement between two independent computations.
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There are a number of open questions that deserve further investigation. It would be important to
understand how to distinguish a contribution from extra BPS states, captured in the elliptic genera,
supported on D4′-branes. It would also be a primary step to study the Wilson surface observables
in (1,0) SCFTs, such as E-string theory, in which an emergence of extra states in the elliptic genera
is generically observed. Finally, it may be interesting to make a parallel study on the codimension-2
defects in M5-branes, either from 5d SYM perspective or from 6d self-dual strings’ perspective.
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